BIBLICAL HEBREW - For Beginners
The most comprehensive program available for English speakers who plan to learn the Book of Books!

This program includes everything you need to master reading, writing, analyzing, and translating Biblical Hebrew! Featuring 26 interactive and dynamic lessons, Biblical Hebrew contains a wealth of fascinating information, including summaries of each book of the Bible and a colorful atlas of Biblical maps. Also included: Comprehensive grammar tutorials, Audio dictionary and many interactive exercises.

Finally! - Hebrew Scriptures at ease! - see details: hebrewworld.com

$99.00

THE KEYS TO THE BIBLE
Explore its surface! Research its Depths!

$59.95

- Bilingual Bible text in parallel columns
- User specified menu language, Eng. or Heb.
- On screen Hebrew keyboard
- Bilingual commentaries of the Torah
- The 613 Commandments of the Torah
- Summary of each book of the Bible
- Go to book/chapter/verse
- Go to Torah portion of the week
- Complete concordance of Biblical festivals
- Biblical chronology
- User expandable bilingual dictionary
- Biblical lexicon
- List of Biblical names with translation
- Automatic code search
- Automatic code report including statistics of the findings
- Search within search of retrieved matrix
- Virtual multi-dimensional matrix split
- On screen tutorial
- Seven methods of Gematria plus a User Specified Value method
- Gematria dictionary and calculator
- Letter substitution
- Bilingual anagram feature
- Bible Code Movie Clip - a presentation of the Code theory.

Four free bonuses included!
- Bible Quiz - A best selling program with over 4000 questions all keyed to Bible reference, three levels, six categories of questions.
- Bible Screen Saver - a slide show with over 100 illustrations in beautiful color, including verse location and bilingual text quotation.
- Over 100 Biblical illustrations which you can select, copy, and paste in your own text.

Both programs - Windows CD-ROMs

TANACH PLUS (TANAKH)
Bilingual Hebrew English Bible with complete concordance and amazing Gematria tools

$39.95

- Complete Hebrew Concordance
- Word identification by its root
- Complete English Concordance
- Menus in Hebrew and English
- Bilingual, side-by-side Biblical Text
- Go to book/chapter/verse/word
- Find word or phrase Gematria: 7 methods
- User specified Gematria value
- Gematria dictionary
- Letter Substitution
- Copy and paste to word processor
- User specified font size
- Allow searches in both languages
- Search by book, chapter or verse
- Seven methods of Gematria tools
- Complete Hebrew and English concordance
- View English and Hebrew Bibles side-by-side When scrolling one text the other language scroll too.
- Copy and paste to word processor, variable font size, and more.

The Wisdom in the Hebrew Alphabet
The Sacred Letters as a Guide to Jewish Deed and Thought

$27.95

Read 18 pages of this inspiring book on our site: www.hebrewworld.com/wisdomAB.html

THE WORD
The Dictionary That Reveals The Hebrew Source Of English

Isaac M. Mizeson

$34.95

Over 300,000 sold of this amazing lexicon! See more on our site.